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Celeste, a bend chequey Argent and Azure, overall a knight in armor, mounted on a winged horse salient 
and comparisoned, grasping on a sinister arm a shield and holding in the dexter hand a torch palewise 
supporting a mullet of five points all Or, garnished Brown, all within a diminished bordure Or. Attached 
below the shield, a White scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and inscribed “931ST OPERATIONS 
GROUP” in Blue letters. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  
Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun and the 
excellence required of Air Force personnel.  The Pegasus denotes the Wing as a flying unit.  The knight 
represents the support function of the unit’s mission and also draws the emblems of its predecessor units 
together.  The checky element symbolizes the day and night mission of the unit. (Approved, 6 Jun 2016) 
 
MOTTO 
 
OPERATIONS 

The first Reserve wing to fly the KC-46A is taking shape. The 931st Air Refueling Group at 
McConnell AFB, Kan., was designated the 931st Air Refueling Wing on March 5, bringing in more 
than 400 new personnel to the base, according to a base release. The Wing designation 
establishes the 931st Operations Group, the 931st Maintenance Group, and the 931st Force 
Support Squadron, along with the creation of the 905th and 924th Refueling Squadrons. "The 
designation as a wing is a testament to the excellence of our Reserve airmen, both past and 
present," said Col. Mark Larson, 931st ARG commander. McConnell also will serve as the first 
Active Duty-led KC-46A base. The first aircraft are slated to arrive in 2017. The Air Force expects 
to field 179 of the tankers, eventually phasing out its aging KC-135s. 2016 
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